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Meeting of the Full Governing Board of 

OTTER VALLEY FEDERATION 

Date/Time 
9th October 
2017 18:30 Location Tipton St John C of E Primary School - Lower Site  

Attendees Initials  Attendees Initials  
Michael Tuckett MT Staff Governor Kevin Brandom KB Foundation Governor 

Chair of GB  
SEND & Inclusion Lead 

Andrew Welch AW Parent Governor 
Finance Lead 

John Sherwood JS Foundation Governor 
SEND & Inclusion Lead 

Mo Mylne MM Foundation Governor 
Personnel Lead 

Malcolm Armstrong MA  Foundation Governor 
Curriculum Lead 

Amanda Parsons AP Co-opted Governor Martin Smith 
 

MS Parent Governor  
School Improvement 
Lead 

Oliver William OW LA Governor 
Premises & Health & 
Safety Lead 

Danny Beavan DB Foundation Governor 
Parent & Christian 
Communities Lead 

      
Present      
Jessica Benger JB Clerk to Governors Matt Sullivan MS  
Apologies      
Colin Butler CB Executive Headteacher Mark Humphries MH Foundation Governor 

Safeguarding Lead 
 
Item 
Number Agenda Item 

Initials 
Time 

1.  Opening Prayer DB 18:30 

2.  Apologies for Absence/ Absences Sanctioned 
MH - Governor training CB - Personal Commitments 

Clerk 18:35 

3.  Declaration of Interests invited and declared Chair 18:37 

4.  Approval of the minutes of the previous meeting:  AGM 11th September 2017 Chair 18:40 

5.  Matters Arising from the minutes not on the agenda Chair 18:42 

6.  Discuss Executive Headteacher’s written report & raise questions on pupil 
performance data 

AP/ MT 18:45 

7.  Adoption of the Finalised School Development Plans 2017-18 Chair 19:15 

 7.1 Planning and confirmation of Governor Monitoring Visits (ACB)   

8.  Discuss Local Learning Community (LLC) activities planned for the year (ACB) AP/MT 19:40 

9.  Questions & matters arising from the SEND & Inclusion Lead Governor Report KB/ JS 19:45 

10.  Questions & matters arising from the Curriculum Lead Governor Report MA/MS 19:50 

11.  Questions & matters arising from the Parent & Christian Community Lead Governor DB 19:55 
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Report 
12.  Questions & matters arising from the School Improvement Lead Governor Report MS/ MA 20:00 

13.  Verbal Update from Admissions Committee MH/ KB 20:05 

14.  Governance & Leadership Chair 20:10 

 14.1 Confirmation of Local Authority Governor   

 14.2 Results of Governor Skills Audit for 2017-18   

 14.3 Focus of November Governor Training session (Have we decided what we are 
doing?) 

  

 14.4 School newsletter/ governor newsletters (carried forward from previous meeting)   

 14.5 Update on Sharepoint/ Governor Cloud-based storage Clerk  

15.  Part Two  Chair 20:20 

16.  Policies to Approve Chair 20:30 

 16.1 Agree draft Admissions Policy for each school for 2019/20 and forward to Diocese by 
31 October. (ACB) 

  

 16.2 OVF Finance Policy   

17.  Governing Body Correspondence Chair 20:30 

18.  Date of next meeting: Monday 13th November 6:30pm Feniton Governor Training Chair 20:30 

 

Ref Discussion, Action or Decision 
Owner/ 
Decision 

Date Due 

1. Opening Prayer   
 DB opened the meeting with a prayer 

 
  

2. Apologies for Absence/ Absences Sanctioned   
 MH - Governor training CB - Personal Commitments  

 
Apologies for absence sanctioned 
Agreed by all present 
 

Apologies for 
absence 
sanctioned 
 

Agreed by all 
present 
 

3. Declaration of Interests invited and declared   
 MS - employed by the Exeter Teacher Alliance part time. 

 
Noted  

4. Approval of previous meeting minutes AGM 11th September 2017   
 Meeting minutes were distributed prior to the meeting 

Proposal to sign the AGM Minutes of 11th September 2017 as a true record. 
Agreed by all present 
 
AW requested that it was ensured that all meeting notes and documentation 
were distributed at least a week before the meeting to allow adequate time 
for review of documentation rather than 'doing the best we can'. 
 
The meeting discussed whether sending documentation as one email with 
multiple attachments or sending them over several emails would be better.  
It was noted that long-term we are moving to cloud storage which will allow 
access to documentation via server. 
 

FGB Minutes of 
11.09.2017 
approved and 
signed by the 
Chair 
 

Agreed by all 
present 
 

5. Matters Arising from the minutes not on the agenda   
 None noted 

 
WO arrived 18:50 

 

  

6. Discuss Executive Headteacher’s written report & raise questions on pupil 
performance data 
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Ref Discussion, Action or Decision 
Owner/ 
Decision 

Date Due 

 Report distributed prior to meeting. Some questions from governors were 
emailed to CB in advance of the meeting: 
 
Projected Rolls 
KB asked with regard to the projected roll, What has been the cost (financial 
and resource) of the drop in total pupil numbers (Fen: 217 – 219; Tip: 91 – 87). 
MT confirmed that we lose approximately £3000 per child. It was agreed it 
would be best to drill into these figures at the December FGB meeting, when 
CB and the Federation Business Manager  are present to give more detail. 
 
JS asked what impact the new funding formula from DCC would have for the 
federation. It was noted that the DCC Funding Formula Consultation had been 
postponed until 18th October. CB and AW will be attending.  
 
Attendance 
KB gave his congratulations to staff and pupils for returning high attendance 
rates once again this year. FSM group has been falling below our target. What 
measures are in place to encourage attendance in this group of children?  MT 
reported that we have organised a taxi and Free School Meals (FSM) for one 
child with low attendance. MT noted that the low attendance is all from one 
family and the Education Welfare Officer (EWO) is aware of the situation and 
monitoring it. 
 
AP reported that at Feniton the low attendance is from three families who's 
children are allocated Pupil Premium Grant (PPG) funding. AP is working with 
the family to improve attendance and to support them.  
 
KB noted that there are low figures of absence but high percentages. This is 
due to the size of the schools/ cohorts. 
 
Staffing 
KB asked do we have sufficient cover to meet the needs of our children? AP 
and MT fed-back that no we don't have enough cover. We have had to make 
cuts in provision and Teaching Assistants are taking on some additional 
responsibilities. Over the last year we have seen a significant reduction in TA 
time within the budget. 
 
AW asked what were the implications of staff reductions. MT responded that 
we are in a better position than last year, where we had pupils who required 
one-to-one support and there is currently lower need for this level of support 
to pupils. Whilst there are children with high and complex needs they are able 
to do some group work. 
 
AP acknowledged that pupils are not getting the level of interventions as the 
SMT would like to provide, supporting pupils with effective interventions to 
support learning. AP gave examples of pupils needing one-to-one support but 
we are not able to provide this. We are doing the best we can but one-to-one 
work is being prioritised over small group work and interventions. 
 
MT outlined a training course that he and AP are attending to maximise use 
and impact of TAs. AP noted that the reducing funding means we can't recruit 

Noted  
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Ref Discussion, Action or Decision 
Owner/ 
Decision 

Date Due 

further staff so we need to develop and strategically use the resources we 
have. 
 
AW asked for clarification on the impact and risk of understaffing. MT gave 
examples from Year 6 last year and the impact it had on the progress data. 
 
AW asked what, if any, are our options as a federation. MT felt we needed to 
continue as we are, developing how we deploy TAs and teachers. MT felt that 
if there was the additional funding then he would recruit additional TA time to 
carry out interventions or to release him from PPA cover/ teaching so that he 
could carry out the interventions. 
 
AP outlined the impact of teacher-led interventions for PPG pupils and their 
results. 
 
KB asked whether there are interventions and strategies that do not require 
personnel to drive progress. AP confirmed that the SMT is investigating these 
options so that more able pupils can work independently with challenge. AP 
noted that we are also tapping into accessing volunteers with the skills needed 
to impact on progress. 
 
AP reported that we have started to roll out training to teachers and TAs and 
they are keen and with a positive work focus for these changes. 
 
MM asked whether there were any questions or feedback noted from the 
presentation to the staff of the Federation Development Plan (FDP). MT noted 
that it was developed with a great deal of collaborative working and everyone 
has got behind it and if forms part of staff appraisal targets. 
 
WO asked about retention of trained high quality TAs. AP explained that the 
SMT are not looking to make TAs work harder or take on additional 
responsibilities but to work more strategically. 
 
MS noted that School Term Dates and development of School Partnerships/ 
MATs has dropped off the agenda for the FGB. KB explained that School Term 
Dates has been deferred to the December meeting , when CB will be present. 
It was agreed that the GB does need to keep MATs/ Partnerships as an ongoing 
discussion. 
 

7. Adoption of the Finalised School Development Plans 2017-18   
 Finalised version of the Federation Development Plans was distributed prior to 

the meeting. 
 
Proposal to approve the Federation Development Plans 2017-18 
Agreed  by all present 
 

Proposal to 
approve the 
Federation 
Development 
Plans 2017-18 
 

Agreed  by all 
present 

 

7.1 Planning and confirmation of Governor Monitoring Visits (ACB)   
 Updated monitoring cycle distributed at the meeting. 

 
Action: Lead Governors to review monitoring cycle and plan monitoring visits 
with the Heads of School (HoS) 

Action: Lead 
Governors to 
review 
monitoring 
cycle and plan 
monitoring 

All Lead 
Governors 
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Ref Discussion, Action or Decision 
Owner/ 
Decision 

Date Due 

 
It was noted that the Autumn 1 Pupil Talks have moved to Autumn 2. 

visits with the 
Heads of School 
(HoS) 

8. Discuss Local Learning Community (LLC) activities planned for the year (ACB)   

 AP and MT reported that no confirmation of planned activities has been 
released yet. SMT has had a meeting with Kevin Moran at The Kings School. 
There has been an increase in Sports Premium Grant (SPG) funding. 5% of 
Devon schools will be audited as to their expenditure on SPG so we need to 
record expenditure and impact. 
 
Feniton is employing sports coaches for additional coaching sessions. TSJ is 
starting up Fun Fit and High Five Initiatives and also funding transport to 
tournaments. 
 
Action: Clerk to circulate information on how SPG should allocated and spent 
to all governors. 
 
MS asked whether any of the core budget provision contributes to sports 
provision. It was confirmed that swimming has to be funded from the budget. 
AP noted that SPG could be used for Education Psychologist or interventions 
for pupil health and wellbeing.  
 
AP also noted that previously we have rolled out After-school sports clubs but 
these had a very low uptake from pupils and so had to be cancelled. 
 
AP highlighted that the lunchtime sports coach has had a very big impact, 
freeing up the Meal Time Assistants (MTAs) to work with other children in the 
playground. 
 
MS noted that we do need to not 'just spend the money' but to ensure that we 
are allocating to the best value/ high impact initiatives and asked how the GB 
would be able to appraise the options available. These discussions will be 
carried out as part of Lead Governor visits and reporting. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action: Clerk to 
circulate 
information on 
how SPG should 
allocated and 
spent to all 
governors. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clerk 

9. Questions & matters arising from the SEND & Inclusion Lead Governor 
Report 

  

 Report distributed prior to the meeting and will be attached to the minutes as 
an appendix. 
 
MM asked what is being done to support a family that is repeatedly late for 
school. AP reported that this has been discussed by SMT and they would like 
to develop a federation wide approach to managing lateness. 
 
AP highlighted that we have 1 Child in Care and 3 Adopted children at Feniton 
at this time. Further information will be reported in January meeting. 
 
KB noted that we need to carry out the same level of scrutiny at TSJ. 
 
KB highlighted that Information Governance and Data Protection regulations 
need to be clarified for Sharepoint storage. 
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Ref Discussion, Action or Decision 
Owner/ 
Decision 
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10. Questions & matters arising from the Curriculum Lead Governor Report   

 Report distributed prior to the meeting and will be attached to the minutes as 
an appendix. 
 
AP clarified reporting on Phonics at Feniton and pupils understanding the role 
of Phonics and the transition from Reception to Year 1 and using Phonics to 
make Phonics Strings. 
 
Action: MA to follow up on Phonics reporting in January Lead Governor 
report.  AP will work with him. 
 
AP noted that we have identified that the transition between Reception and 
Year 1 is a real challenge and we are looking at ways of smoothing this 
transition. 
 
MA reported that he was very pleased to discover non-negotiables within 
teaching, such as times tables and spelling. MA outlined how non-negotiables 
are factored into all lessons. 
 
MT reported that there will be national testing of times tables, this will 
probably be tested in Year 4 and pupils must meet the objectives. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action: MA to 
follow up on 
Phonics 
reporting in 
January Lead 
Governor 
report.  AP will 
work with him. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MA/ AP 

11. Questions & matters arising from the Parent & Christian Community Lead 
Governor Report 

  

 Report unavailable for this meeting 
 
Action: Parent & Christian Community Lead Governor Report to be an 
agenda item for the next meeting 
 
DB outlined the FGB monitoring of Collective Worship and Christian 
Distinctiveness to evidence that our values are throughout all aspects of 
federation school life. 
 

Action: Parent & 
Christian 
Community 
Lead Governor 
Report to be an 
agenda item for 
the next 
meeting 

Clerk/ Chair 

12. Questions & matters arising from the School Improvement Lead Governor 
Report 

  

 Report distributed prior to the meeting and will be attached to the minutes as 
an appendix. 
 
MS met with AP and MT on 18th September and discussed progress and data 
for 2016-17. 
 
MM asked whether we can continue to fund early intervention for Speech & 
Language. It was stated that we must fund this to ensure children can access 
learning.  
 
It was noted that MT has allocated TA resourcing to drive progress with KS1 
boys. 
 
AP outlined how interventions in Year 2 are being carried out by highly skilled 
TAs. 
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Ref Discussion, Action or Decision 
Owner/ 
Decision 

Date Due 

AP  noted that in KS1, in order for pupils to achieve Greater Depth (GD) there 
need to be high quality challenging teaching to meeting the needs of pupils 
and challenge them to enhance their learning. 
 
The meeting discussed how teaching staff are identifying high needs pupils 
and accessing support for them. 
 
MM asked about the cycle of training for staff CPD in areas such as Behaviour 
Management. MT outlined how behaviours had impacted on progress last year 
and improvements planned for this year. 
 
MS recommended that we monitor and challenge areas of Feniton data to 
ensure all is being done to drive improvement. MS noted that both AP and MT 
have a great understanding of the data.  
 

13. Verbal Update from Admissions Committee   

 No changes since the report at the AGM in September 
 

Noted  

14. Governance & Leadership   

14.1 Confirmation of Local Authority Governor   

 Confirmed: Oliver Williams is now the Local Authority Governor 
 

Noted  

14.2 Results of the Governor Skills Audit   

 This agenda item has been deferred to the December meeting to allow the 
addition of new governors to the skills matrix 
 

Noted 
 

 

14.3 Focus of November Governor Training session   

 The meeting discussed what topics to focus on for the next Governor Training 
Session. These included: 

 ASP Data Review 
 OFSTED/ SIAMS Preparation 
 Presentation from OFSTED Inspector 

 
Action: SMT to plan OFSTED presentation. 
 

Action: SMT to 
plan OFSTED 
presentation. 
 

SMT 

14.4 School newsletters/ governor newsletters   

 Agreed: JS to be responsible for the Governor newsletter 
 
Action: KB to update pen portrait. WO and DB to provide clerk with pen 
portraits for the school website and inclusion in newsletter. 
 

Agreed: JS to be 
responsibile for 
the Governor 
newsletter 
 
Action: KB to 
update pen 
portrait. WO 
and DB to 
provide clerk 
with pen 
portraits for the 
school website 
and inclusion in 
newsletter. 

 
 
 
 
 
KB, WO, DB & 
Clerk 

14.5 Update on Sharepoint/ Governor-based storage   

 The Clerk reported that discussions are underway about how this will be 
rolled out but time constraints this term have meant that the SMT and Clerk 
have not yet been able to meet. 

Action: Agenda 
item for the 
next meeting 
 

Clerk/ CB 
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Ref Discussion, Action or Decision 
Owner/ 
Decision 

Date Due 

 
Action: Agenda item for the next meeting 
 

15. Part Two   

 The meeting moved to Part Two 
 

  

16. Policies to Approve   

16.1 Agree draft Admissions Policy for each school for 2019/20 and forward to 
Diocese by 31 October. (ACB) 

  

 Draft policies circulated prior to the meeting. The Admissions Committee have 
worked with Andrew Brent from DCC to ensure all correct information is 
included. 
 
Proposal: to agree the draft Admissions policies for Feniton and Tipton St 
John for 2019/20 
Agreed by all present 
 

Proposal: to 
agree the draft 
Admissions 
policies for 
Feniton and 
Tipton St John 
for 2019/20 
 

Agreed by all 
present 
 

16.2 OVF Finance Policy 2017   

 Policy circulated prior to the meeting with changes agreed at the AGM 
meeting.  
 
Proposal: to approve the OVF Finance Policy 2017 
Agreed by all present 
 

Proposal: to 
approve the 
OVF Finance 
Policy 2017 
 

Agreed by all 
present 
 

17. Governing Body Correspondence   

 None noted at this meeting 
 

Noted 
 

 

18.  Date of next meeting.   

 Governor Training: Monday 13th November 6:30pm Feniton 
FGB - Monday 4th December 6:30pm Tipton St John 
Agreed by all present 
 

Next FGB 
09.10.2017 TSJ 

Agreed by all 
present 

The meeting closed at 20:39 
 


